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25 YEARS OF
MENTORING
INTERVIEWS, STORIES, EVENTS,
AND MUCH MORE!

+
HUMANS
OF SKILLS
FOR CHANGE
A series highlighting the driving
force and inspiraton behind our
organization: OUR PEOPLE

ABOUT
SKILLS FOR CHANGE
Skills For Change provides learning
and training opportunities for immigrants and refugees to access and
fully participate in the workplace and
wider community. Over 20 programs
serve following groups of clients:

NEWCOMERS & REFUGEES
Through our Immigrant and Refugee Services Hub, we offer English
language instruction, employment
preparation, entrepreneurship training, mentoring, technical training in
skilled trades and health informatics
and
settlement services

job seekers
Skills for Change employment programs are designed to address the
specific needs of job seekers and
working professionals who want to
improve their career prospects. If you
bring experience and education from
outside Canada, you will benefit from
specialized employment bridging,
skills training and language programs
that can accelerate your move to employment anwd transfer your experience to work in Canada. Through
Employment
Ontario, supports include referral and
assessment, career workshops, and
job placements and more.

Employers & PArtners
We offer a range of free services to
employers, including recruitment
services, financial support for hiring

and training new employees, impactful corporate social responsibility
opportunities and corporate training
for staff. We host job fairs, connect
employers with qualified candidates,
host mentoring events and deliver onsite technical and soft skills training.
We partner with community agencies,
corporate and government sectors
for our various program delivery.

seniors

YOUth

mentorsHIP &
ENTREPRENEURSHIP TRAINING

Our youth programs range from summer camps, mentoring, employment,
greening programs, workshops on
leadership development and community building, youth training incentives, and sports and recreation. The
overall goal of our youth programs
is to promote meaningful participation and sustainable involvement of
young people.

women
Our Women’s program supports immigrant and refugee women to address the systemic challenges of
newcomer women facing multiple
barriers. Our programs provide newcomer women with different tools
and resources to reduce social isolation, increase self-esteem, grow
social and professional networks
and build confidence. We provide
access to one-on-one counselling,
support groups, mentoring, language
enhancement and life-skills training.
The goal is for newcomer women to
feel empowered and to support their
social and economic integration in
the Canadian Society.

Our immigrant seniors programs provide information, resources and workshops to help maintain good health
and well-being. We assist seniors
with financial literacy, new technology, holistic health and wellness activities such as dance, music and fitness
classes.

The Mentoring for Change program
has over 25-years of positive track
record of assisting immigrants and
refugees in their settlement process,
language skills development, entrepreneurship training and employment
needs. We also provide a free program
for aspiring ntreprenuers through our
Newcomer Entrepreneurship Hub.

CAREER SKILLS INSTITUTE
For nearly 20 years, we have offered
fast and affordable courses to upgrade and successfully ramp up business skills, network certification and
soft skills. Career Skills are hands on
courses led by top instructors. Our
Corporate Training Program is delivered in class or on-site, and help build
and enhance the skill set of company
employees.
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“BE THE CHANGE
YOU WANT TO SEE
IN THE WORLD”
- Mahatma Gandhi

EXECUTIVE MESSAGE

Surranna Sandy
CEO, Skills for Change

On behalf of Skills for Change, I welcome you to December of Skills for Changing Times, our official online magazine.
2018 has been an exciting time for our organization and there is a lot of news and great updates to share! This year
we are celebrating 25 years of mentoring programs and our magazine features spotlights on our mentoring program
and events, as well as our staff leading our mentoring services. You will also find new program information as well as
updates on our annual events, and much more!
The last few months have been an extremely busy and a rewarding period of time at Skills for Change. In the past
months, we held our 9th Annual Diversity@Work Conference which brought together 200 attendees for an important
conversation on diversity and inclusion in work places. We also held our Annual Skilled Trades Expo in November where
over 300 people participated along with our employer partners in the Skilled Trades.
Skills for Change has also been hard at work with a number of exciting events being held regularly at our locations
across the GTA and Southwest Ontario. We have also built important partnerships with different organizations and
companies, including TIFF AND IKEA. Skills for Employment, our daily employment workshops, are one of our latest
initiatives assisting our clients to succeed in finding rewarding employment. We have also been hosting a series of successful job fairs with our employer partners including Bayshore Home Health, St. Elizabeth, FGH Brand, Canada Bread
and many more!
36 years ago, Skills for Change started as a women’s program for a group of women from Southeast Asia and this year,
we have launched of a new program called Women Connecting with Women. The program provides newcomer and immigrant women with access to counselling, support groups, mentoring and different kinds of trainings to support their
social and economic integration into the Canadian society.
We are also excited to announce the graduation of the first cohort of our Health Informatics Bridging Program and
Newcomer Entreprenuers Hub. We launched these two programs earlier this year and we are receiving great feedback.
Lastly, I hope you enjoy the content in this magazine, and that it provides you with some insights into our organization.
Happy Holidays!
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MISSION, VISION, AND
CORE VALUES
Vision Statement

Mission Statement

We envision a Canada where every
immigrant succeeds.

We provide learning and training
opportunities for immigrants and
refugees to access and fully participate in the workplace and wider
community.

36+

Years of Building Welcoming
and Equitable Communities

Core Values
Client-Centered:

Excellence:

Our primary focus is on our clients,
the immigrants and refugees who
have come to our communities to
create a life for themselves and their
families.

We deliver quality and excellence in
all that we do. We pursue new and pioneering ideas in our efforts to serve
both clients, and employers.

Relationships:

Respect:

We build and maintain relationships
that are mutually beneficial for our
clients and employers, thereby making a positive contribution to the Canadian economy and broader society.

We respect and value the diversity of
our team, and those we serve. We behave with integrity, compassion, and
empathy to ensure that all persons
are treated with dignity.

Engagement:

Results:

We engage all stakeholders to
produce meaningful results. All staff
play a critical role in serving as catalysts for the success of our clients.

We deliver measurable results and
create positive impact through our
work. We hold ourselves accountable
for the commitments made in our
Mission and Vision.

14K+
Clients served annually

20+
Programs and Services
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SIGNATURE
EVENT

2018
DIVERSITY@WORK

Skills for change would like to thank
our sponsors and partners for their
support of this event, including CPA Ontario (lead Sponsor), Diversity Institute (lead
Community partner), Ross and McBride,
DLA Piper and New Canadians Media.

On September 21st, Skills for Change held its 9th Annual Diversity@Work Conference: Turning Policy into Practice. This
annual professional conference dedicated to building inclusive and productive workplaces brought together approximately 200 attendees from different sectors.
The conference kicked off with an inspiring keynote address by Kelvin Tran, Senior Vice President and Chief Auditor of TD
Bank, followed by a panel discussed led by Ryerson’s Diversity Institute Director Dr. Wendy Cukier. This was followed by
luncheon keynote address by Bill Morris, President of Accenture Canada.
The afternoon panel had three concurrent workshops followed by another three concurrent workshops. The speakers
discussed how to turn diversity and inclusion policy into practice and the business benefits of a diverse workforc. They
shared examples of what diversity and inclusion in the workplace look like.
The speakers for the 2018 Diversity@Work Conference included different organizations and companies including: Accenture Canada, Ryerson’s Diversity Institute, Deloitte Canada, MaRS, Pride at Work, Ross & McBride LLP, DLA Piper Global
Law Firm, CivicAction, Ontario Nonprofit Network and City of Toronto’s Anti Black Racism Unit.
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Left to right: Surranna Sandy (Skills for Change), Aina-Nia Grant (City of Toronto), Lekan Olawoye (MaRS), Wendy Cukier (Ryerson University),
Kelvin Tran (TD Bank Group)

Chris Glover, MPP, Spadina-Fort York

Mark Patterson, Magnet & Hire Immigratns

Leslie Domenico, CivicAction
Michael Richards, DLA Piper LLP
Wade Poziomka, Ross & McBride LLP
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Bill Morris, Accenture
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SIGNATURE
EVENT

2018 ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING
On September 20th, Skills for Change hosted its 2017-2018 Annual General
Meeting. Over 100 people attended the AGM where Surranna Sandy, CEO of
Skills for Change and the Board of Directors presented the 2017-2018 Annual
Report and conducted the annual business meeting. There were departures of
some of the Board of Directors and new members were elected to the Board.
The AGM introduced the development of the agency’s new strategic plan and
it’s four pillars: Enhancing Organizational Capacity, Review and Expansion of
Programming, Funding Diversification and People Management.

Members of the Board of Directors at Skills for Change
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2018 ANNUAL
EMPLOYER PARTNER AWARDS

On Thursday, September 20th, Skills
for Change held its Annual Employer
Partner Awards, an awards ceremony to recognize the organization’s
employer/corporate partners and
community organizations.
The four recipients for 2018 include:
MakeLab, The Butternut Baking Co.,
Canadian Union of Skilled Workers
and Softchoice. We presented a
short video before presenting each
award showcasing what each employer does and the importance of
a mutual partnership with Skills for
Change.
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MENTORING
FOR CHANGE

25 YEARS OF
MENTORING
IN CONVERSATION WITH
ROSALINE GRAHAM, MENTORING COACH AT SKILLS FOR CHANGE
Rosaline Graham has been facilitating professional connections and interactions between newcomers and established Canadian professionals to enhance their employment opportunities and career
growth. We interviewed Rosaline about the Mentoring for Change program at Skills for Change.

Please tell us a little bit about
yourself.
As a Community Worker, I chose
to work in employment and settlement services for immigrants,
specializing in mentoring for
internationally educated professionals. In my current role as
Mentoring Coach, I assess, train
and coach job seekers (Mentees),
then introduce them to established professionals (Mentors)
who support and guide them
through the job search process.
Throughout my 18 years’ experience in immigrant settlement
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services, I have facilitated hundreds of mentoring orientation/
training sessions to thousands of
immigrants, volunteer mentors
and community agencies.
Could you tell us about the
evolution of the Mentoring program?
The Mentoring for Change (Previously called “Mentoring for
Employment”) program was developed in 1993 as an intervention for internationally-educated
professionals who were facing
multiply barriers to employment

in their field. The pilot project
was successful, having an employment outcome of 75% within three
months of being matched with a
mentor. For the past 25 years, Skills
for Change has consistently delivered mentoring, facilitating professional connections between job
seekers (Mentees) and established
professionals (Mentors), with the
objective of helping mentees fully
access their field in Canada.
How did you get involved with
Skills for Change?
I was living in the neighborhood
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and needed a Community Worker practicum placement. I applied to Skills
for Change and was accepted. During this time I worked PT as a Program
Assistant in the “Job Search Workshop” program, and later applied for the
Mentoring Program Worker position and subsequently held different roles
in the program (Mentoring Counsellor, Team Lead, Specialist and Coach)
Can you share an example of a mentor-mentee success story?
Sammy, an internationally educated lawyer from Afghanistan came to SfC,
seeking mentoring. He was matched with a lawyer who, although retired,
was instrumental in coaching, encouraging Sammy to access his profession
in Canada. Sammy encountered many obstacles in his pathway to access his
profession; however, with strong determination, a positive attitude, resilience, a committed mentor and an employer who welcomes immigrants, he
was successfully employed in his field at TD Bank. When Sammy’s mentor
shared the employment story with me, he hastened to say: “He did it on his
own, I was just there for him”; however, I gently reminded him that the
collaborative work in this immigrant settlement process was crucial to his
success. Mentors play a vital role in helping job seekers enter their profession. Even after the mentee found employment, his mentor continues to
maintain the professional connection to help with job retention. Mentors
are like a human GPS who provides directions; however, it is the mentee
who is always in the driver’s seat.
*Name changed for reasons of confidentiality.
What are some factors you consider when setting up mentors with
mentees?
For the employment-focused mentoring, job seekers should complete an
employment preparation program, so that they have effective tools and interviewing intelligence skills. They are usually connected with a mentor
in a similar occupation or industry, in addition to having a positive employability mindset and availability to meet with a mentor during regular
business hours.
What are the benefits of mentorship?
I consider the key benefit of mentoring for job seekers is to have the right
support and connection. For mentors, it is an opportunity to enhance leadership, expand international knowledge and be part of building a positive
community.

How do you envision the coming
years of mentorship to look like
at Skills for Change?
Mentoring for Change has always
and will continue to have a positive
growth “mindset” and expand and
customize the model to serve youth,
women, seniors and focus on their
needs.
Who can become a mentor and
how can someone become a
mentor?
Volunteer mentors are the backbone of our Mentoring program;
without their support, we would
not be able to effectively sustain the
program. Mentoring for Change
highly appreciates the contribution
of time and resources from the community and welcomes all those who
express interest in participating as
mentors.
Those who have been established
in their profession for over 2 years
and would like to make a difference
in the life of a new immigrant can
contact our agency and also go to
our website and complete the Mentoring application form.
What’s your favorite part of your
work at Skills for Change?
I believe in the goodness of people.
It is a pleasure to see the willingness of volunteer mentors and the
receptiveness of new immigrants in
receiving supports; however, I am
always moved by the reciprocity of
mentees who initiate volunteering
after they have found employment.

MENTORING FOR CHANGE PROGRAM

assists internationally trained professionals with their settlement process, language skills development, and search
for professional employment by matching them with suitable mentors.

MENTEES

are job-ready immigrant professionalswho need help getting their foot in the door.

MENTORS

are established professionalswho coach, guide, inform, and support mentees through the job search process.
11
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MENTORING
FOR CHANGE

MENTORING
SPOTLIGHT
Meet Vijay James, a newcomer to Toronto from India. Vijay completed Skills
for Change’s Enhanced Language Training and later volunteered for the organization’s marketing department. He is current a mentoring and employer
engagement administrator at Skills for Change. We interviewed Vijay to learn
more about him and his experience at Skills for Change.

OUR VOLUNTEER
PHILOSOPHY
We aim to provide the highest
standards of training and support to the volunteers that work
alongside SfC staff and value
the extra dimension and diversity they bring to our work. SfC
looks to recruit a diverse group
of volunteers who come from all
kinds of backgrounds, cultures
and interests with the common
bond of being motivated to work
with program for immigrants and
refugees. Many of our volunteers
remain with us as staff in various
capacities.

VOLUNTEER WITH US
If you are interested in volunteering at Skills for
Change, please contact us at
info@skillsforchange.org or call
us at 416-658-3101
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Tell us a little about yourself.
I’m Vijay James. I come from Chennai, India - the city with the second
longest urban beach in the world! I received my permanent residency
through the federal Express Entry program and arrived in Toronto to fulfill
my Canadian Dream.
How did you get involved with Skills for Change?
I did extensive research on programs that support immigrants with job
preparedness and settlement in Canada. I also consulted with professionals
employed in Toronto. ‘Skills for Change’ kept coming up in every conversation that I’ve had.
Then I met Rosaline, Mentoring Coach at Skills for Change who helped
me to understand the various services and bridging programs offered. I first
registered for Enhanced Language Training (ELT), an intensive five week
program.
Through the ELT program I gained valuable knowledge about Canada’s
rich culture and history, and began to better understand professional
language and job search techniques. I participated in mock interviews,
career workshops, networking programs and more employment services. I
received my Canadian Language Benchmark certificate.
My Skills for Change classroom must have looked like the United Nations.
We had technical professionals from seven different nations while participating in the ELT program!
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Tell us about a project you worked
when you were volunteering at
Skills for Change.
I volunteered at Skills for Change’s
Marketing and Communications
department. My contributions included creating marketing materials for many events, such as mentoring workshop with TD Bank and
multiple job fairs, including events
with Teleperformance and healthcare organizations.
I’ve had the wonderful opportunity
to contribute, learn and build my
Canadian work experience as a volunteer with Skills for Change!
You are now working at Skills for
Change. Please tell us about current your work as a mentoring administrator.
In my current role, I collaborate
with the stakeholders of The Mentoring Partnership and The Toronto Region Immigration Employment Council (TRIEC) for their
public funded mentoring program
to support skilled professionals
integrate into the Canadian workforce. I drive the program by formulating mentoring partnerships
between newcomer professionals
and established professionals, based
on similar occupational background. Using TRIEC Salesforce,
the schedule and the life cycle of
each partnership is maintained and
tracked for mentoring outcomes.
Mentors share their insights,
knowledge and experience, supporting the newcomers with their
job search process. Mentors develop their leadership and coaching
skills, while exchanging information. Since July 2018, I have established several mentoring part-
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nerships across different lines of
businesses and industries, thereby
assisting newcomers to reconnect
with their career.
Tell us about your previous work
experience.
I have completed my Masters in
Computer Applications and pursued my corporate MBA. I joined
IBM in 2009 with the Branding
& Communications team in Bangalore. I was deployed to work as
a communication specialist with
the global end user deployment
team. In the course of time, I was
promoted to Project Manager for
Internal Communications and
Change deployment, targeting
380,000 employees globally. In my
most recent role, I worked as B2B
Project Manager helping IBM to
join multimillion dollar clients into
their payment gateway while facilitating digital transactions. I have
completed my certifications in
Certified Scrum Master and ITILv3
Service Management.
How has your experience been at
Skills for Change?
Fabulous! It feels great to contribute my skills for Skills for Change,
an organization known for transforming the lives of newcomers
through systematic coaching and
mentorship. As a volunteer, and
now working here, I’ve had first
hand exposure in a Canadian work
environment and I love it!
My colleagues are simply amazing
folks. I am buoyed by their service
spirit and impressed with their
work ethic.
As a former client, I would like to
highlight that the ELT prgram was
well organized with a deep dive
focus on the learning needs of each

individual. The sessions were very
practical and real-time scenario
based. The mock interview sessions
and job preparedness workshops
gave me the confidence to communicate with prospective clients
and helped to build my brand value
in the job market. Based on their
guidance, my resume and cover letter went through several iterations
and soon enough, I started to receive phone calls from recruiters. I
also made a handful of friends here,
which I highly value as a Canadian
newcomer.
How do you like Canada so far?
Canada is my new home and I love
being here! Canada is a cosmopolitan country. Especially here in
Toronto with so much diversity.
Be it the public library, the transit
system, the recreational centres,
beautiful parks, breathtaking nature trails, heritage landmarks, museums, science centres, skyscrapers
- you name it! The quality of air is
clean and the drinking water is top
notch.
The multiculturalism would probably make Canada the gastronomical
capital of the world. As a foodie,
my taste buds are exposed to a wide
range of gastronomical delights.
Not to forget, Canadian hospitality is truly legendary. People are
warm, considerate, and friendly.
What are your hopes for the coming months?
I would like to settle down with
my family and grow into my career. I am truly blessed to be here.
In the coming months, I would like
to give back to the country that has
given me the best of what life has
to offer, through community based
volunteering.
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Mentoring
Events
Skills for Change hosts regular mentoring events every
month with various companies and organizations to support
new immigrants and job-seekers. The mentoring events provide support for new internationally trained immigrants to
network with established professionals and gain fluency of
the Canadian professional field. The mentoring events have
focused on effective resume preparation, interview coaching, using LinkedIn for job search and workshops on career
planning and development, and more.

MENTORING EVENT
WITH ACCENTURE
On July 18, Skills for Change held
a successful mentoring event
at the Accenture, a Fortune 500
company and a leading global
management company providing
strategy and consulting services.
The event was held at Accenture’s Toronto office and brought
a group of Accenture team members to lead a mentoring session
for a diverse group of newcomers and internationally trained
professionals participants. The
event was sold-out and it was a
great success giving participants
the opportunity to interact with
established professionals on furthering their career in consulting.

14
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MENTORING EVENT
WITH CPA ONTARIO
On October 2nd, Skills for Change
and CPA Ontario held a successful
semi-annual Networking event at
CPA Ontario’s York street office.
The event had a great turnout with
55 attendees and brought over 15
mentors from different companies
including: Scotiabank, TD Bank, BMO
Financial, Brad J Lamb Realty, CIBC,
Computers Hare, eHealth Ontario,
ETM, Ernst & Young, IPG Mediabrand,
Metrolinx (Presto), MNP, Precima,
RBC, BDO, etc. The participants
were able to interact with mentors
from different companies and create
networks with many accounting and
financial professionals through this
event.
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FOR CHANGE

IT MENTORING EVENT
WITH SOFTCHOICE
On October 23rd, Skills for Change
held a mentoring event with
Softchoice for newcomers interested in IT services. For the past
two years, Skills for Change has
hosted mentoring events with Softchoice and as a result of the success of these events, Softchoice
has expanded their Softchoice
Cares program with Skills for
Change. This event was hosted at
Softchoice’s downtown Toronto
office and offered small group
mentoring sessions for internationally trained professionals. The
event provided clients interested
in the Sales/IT sector with an
opportunity to see what a “day in
the life at Softchoice” is like. The
event offered small group sessions on resume feedback, mock
interviewing and the participants
even got a tour of Softchoice’s
facilities.

YOUTH MENTORING
EVENT WITH RBC
Skills for Change held a youth mentoring event with Senior Managers
from RBC in November 2018. The
event was held for the Lead On and
other newcomer youth participants.
30 youth were in attendance and
RBC staff led different small group
sessions to discuss career planning, resume writing, building online
presence through LinkedIn and more.
RBC also provided a photographer
for LinkedIn profiles for the participants.
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TRADES IN FILM MENTORING EVENT FOR YOUTH
AT TIFF
This year for Skills for Change’s Annual Skilled Trades Expo, we collaborated
with TIFF to host a “Trades in the Film” event for Canadian youth. Over 120
students from Toronto District and Markham District School Boards watched
a film and engaged in a Q&A session with the film’s director, assistant director,
costume designer and transport manager. The students were able to ask and
get guidance about film careers in the trades sector.

NEWCOMER WOMEN FILM PROGRAMME
WITH TIFF
Skills for Change marked the International Day of the Girl by co-hosting a Newcomer Women in Film Programme at TIFF Bell Lightbox in partnership with
TIFF Community Initiatives.
A diverse group of newcomer women attended the event to watch short films
made by newcomer and immigrant women and to interact with the immigrant
women filmmakers. The film screening was followed by a Q/A session and a
beautiful reception where attendees had the chance to network and meet with
the filmmakers.
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MENTORING
FOR CHANGE
UW DAY OF CARING, MENTORING EVENT WITH PWC
As part of United Way’s Day of Caring campaign, Skills for Change partnered
with PwC to host a mentoring event for newcomers/internationally trained
professionals in November 2018. A group of employees from PwC volunteered
to meet and speak with newcomers/internationally trained professionals about
their career paths.
Feedback from participants:
“Mentors were extremely patient and insightful and provide tailored advice.”
“Really appreciate mentors’ openness to share their personal stories, even
struggles they had.”
“It was really helpful and interesting to learn about each mentor’s journey.”
“All mentors mentioned that networking was key. It motivates me to go out and
meet more people.”
Feedback from PwC Mentors:
“This was a wonderful way to spend my morning. It gave me a sense of purpose.”
“Being a professional, I feel very excited about the opportunity to connect and
give back. The excitement and enthusiasm of the participants was refreshing”
“This experience makes me truly believe in bringing people together to make a
difference.”

CONGRATULATIONS TO GRADUATES
Health Informatics Bridging
Program Graduation
Congratulations to the 1st cohort of
Skills for Change’s Health Informatics
Bridging program! 21 internationally
trained healthcare and IT professionals completed the full time 8-week.
This bridging program is funded
by the Government of Canada and
delivered in partnership with George
Brown College.

Newcomer Entrepreneurship Program First Cohort Graduation
The Newcomer Entrepreneurship
Program’s celebrated the graduation
of its first cohort on December 5th.
The participants had a pitch night
where they shared their business
ideas. This program helps newcomers unleash their entrepreneurial
potential to successfully start their
own business.
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SKILLED TRADES EXPO
On November 14th, Skills for Change
held the 4th Annual Trades Expo at
Metro Hall. This Expo has supported
internationally-trained tradespersons
and the broader community interested in the Trades.
The event provided over 300 attendees with access to employers hiring
for jobs within the trades sector,
trades-specific education information
and information on the various trade
unions.
The Expo had 30 exhibitors and the
companies including Honda, TTC,
Apotex, Canada Bread, Bell, Seneca
College, Canadian Union of Skilled
Workers and much more. This year’s
Expo held a resume clinic offered by
Skills for Change staff which helped
attendees to review and edit their
resumes and talk about their job
search.
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HUMANS OF SKILLS FOR CHANGE
Skills for Change has been serving immigrants and refugees for over 36 years. Our wide range of programs
and services support newcomers, refugees, youth, women, seniors, and job-seekers. This fall, Skills for
Change launched Humans of Skills for Change series to highlight the driving force and inspiration behind our
organization: OUR PEOPLE. #HumansofSkillsforChange is a celebration and recognition of the unique skills
and contributions of the people that we work with and people that we serve.
Abbas Zavar, Program Specialist for the Health Informatics Bridging Program at Skills for Change.
Abbas was born in Iran and has been in Canada for three years. What Abbas still misses most about Iran are his friends,
family and his support network back home.
Abbas comes from a medical background and was a family medicine doctor in Iran. He has worked as a clinical practitioner, researcher and taught on the subject of addiction and mental health back in Iran. Abbas has a Master’s degree in
Public Health and his Ph.D. research focused on the effects of alcohol abuse in Iran.
“Because Iran is an Islamic country, they do their best to hide the alcohol usage. But there is a lot of alcohol misuse. So I
started the first study of alcohol abuse in Iran. My immigration file to travel to Canada was completed before I could finish
my doctorate, so I had to pause my degree in order to move here.”
Upon his arrival in Canada, Abbas
took a year to improve his English
at George Brown College where he
first became aware of the Health Informatics industry. He developed an
interest in the field and completed a
certificate at Ryerson University before enrolling in a Master’s Program
at the University of Toronto.
Abbas learned of Skills for Change
during his research of different opportunities and programs surrounding
Health Informatics in Toronto. He’s
been working with Skills for Change
for five months now, and he loves that
it’s a multicultural organization.
“It’s amazing for me here. It’s a true
sample of Canada. I am lucky to be in
my position here at Skills for Change
and to be doing what I love. I am
grateful that I’ve been given the opportunity to help people.”
Abbas is also film buff and enjoys
watching interesting and different
movies any time he gets the chance.

Abbas Zavar
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Skills for Change
has been proudly
serving our communities and new
immigrants like
Ana Laura for the
past 36 years.
Ana is one of the
14,000+ immigrants and refugees that Skills for
Change serve each
year.
Ana Laura with her daughter

Ana Laura, Language Student and Participant Women Connecting With
Women Program
Ana Laura is a current client with
Skills for Change and is enrolled in
the Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (LINC) program
levels 6 and 7. She was born in Brazil,
close to the capital city of Brasilia,
and arrived in Canada in 2010. Before
arriving in Toronto, she studied law
and worked at a major labour union.
Upon arrival, she only knew one
person in Canada but since then, she
has made countless friends, and met
her husband and created a family of
her own. She now has two children, a
son and a daughter.
Ana Laura misses the weather in Brazil, but what she misses most is the
culture of closeness. Thankfully, her
mother is able to visit her regularly
and gets to spend as much time with
her children as possible.
Even though Ana Laura is very outgoing and has made friends quickly
within the Portuguese community
here, having to develop a brand new
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support system has not been easy.
“It can be hard to make friends here.
Luckily, I made friends when I got
pregnant. I met many people at the
prenatal centre. I took courses to
learn everything I could about being
a mother.”
Ana Laura takes being a mother
very seriously and always puts her
children first. That’s how she found
herself getting connected with Skills
for Change.
“If an agency doesn’t offer child
minding services, I can not participate. That’s the reason I came
to Skills for Change. They have an
amazing child minding service here
and my daughter loves it! When she’s
at school, she refers to Skills for
Change as “her school” and brags
about it to her friends.”
Ana Laura is also involved in the
larger Skills for Change community
as a whole.

“I found Skills for Change to be an
amazing place full of people who
are here to help. I’m not just here
taking English classes!” she says,
“I’m participating in other programs
and services too. I’m participating in
the Women Connecting with Women
workshops. They’re amazing. Every
week, we have a different topic and
they’re really helpful. Every week,
there’s a new speaker! I highly recommend this series of talks.”
Aside from her studies and her family
life, Ana Laura also finds ways to find
time for herself. She loves to read
and is currently finishing a series of
novellas by Leo Tolstoy, which she’s
fallen in love with.

Read more profiles of our staff and
clients at:
https://skillsforchange.org/aboutus/
humans-of-skills-for-change
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OUR Head Office
791 St. Clair Avenue West, Toronto, Ontario
416-658-3101
info@skillsforchange.org

Other locations
Toronto East (Flemington Park)
Toronto West (Stockyards Mall)
Jane and Finch
Markham (York Region)
Hamilton and Guelph

Connect with us
skillsforchange.org
@SkillsforChange
@skillsforchange
linkedin.com/company/skills-for-change
@skillsforchange

